t between incoming response packets, we get a closed exponential model (Fig. 1) .
Fig. 1. Three layer Vehicular Network with PCF
DCF control functions are the mechanism of access to the wireless environment used in the 802.11p protocol. As a possible setting over DCF, the PCF central control functions are used. DCF model has a high efficiency, while the network load is low. However the performance significantly drops as the amount of terminals and the load increases, which is linked with a high probability of collisions and an increased delay spans. The alternative control mechanism PCF permits to solve these problems, because it works in conditions lacking concurrency, which permits to provide a much higher bandwidth maximum than DCF.
PCF represents a TDMA model, where network working time is divided to inquiry cycles, consisting of frequent slots of altering length. Slot j is meant to exchange frames between terminals and j-th terminal. Unlike a terminal that controls a single packet line, terminals controls N operations of terminals, where N -the amount of inquired terminals. With a PCF model, the base station controls several lines (Fig. 2) [1, 2] . For performance evaluation of a three level network, the performance for every node of this network must also be evaluated. In the given network, vehicle speed plays a large role in network performance.
http://dx.doi.org/10.5755/j01.eee. 112.6.438 Terminal connections of fringe stations and vehicle speed, has a large impact on the vehicular wireless network.
A special troughput is used for evaluation of data transfer rate. A series of experiments were performed where the speed of mobile stations were altered. The Chariot program permits to observe the data transfer rate, as a function of the time of the start of the measurement. Knowing the time and movement speed of a mobile object, the time was recalculated to distance. The resulting function can be seen in the Fig. 3 . As there is a relation between data transfer rate and signal to noise ratio, let's try to find the conversion quotients. These quotients will show how the variables of equation are related among themselves. Let's observe this trough an example of an object's movement at speed of 20km/h. For this we will divide each result to three stages. Each stage is connected with a particular router and has and has an increasing character at first, then peaks (maximum value), and then drops. Each part lasts approximately 10 seconds at velocity of 20km/h. We will then find the quotients using the following formula
where N S / -the average signal to noise ratio for 10 seconds, but  -the average bandwidth for 10 seconds. As a result we will get a following table with recalculation quotients (Table 1) . The theoretical bandwidth of any data channel is calculated using the Shannon's formula. If signal occupies the bandwidth line F and the relation of signals capacity's is Pm Pc / , then the maximum amount of transmittable data per second, with any chosen error rate is the value
It must be remembered that in the formula the equitation S/N -P c /P m -is shown in times. Therefore the variables in dB must be recalculated in times: it can is evident that Shannon's formula with a direct recalculation of signal to noise ratio to data transfer rate is impossible for use in networks with mobile objects. To find the conversion probability, we will find the approximating functions for the first stage of signal to noise ratio (Fig. 4) [3] . 
Performance  of the three layered network is defined as the count of processed inquiries in a unit of time. The finished task is put out trough the subsystem of input/output, and instantly trough it a new task is loaded. The output flow is equal to input flow and from this rule of flow balance it is possible to write
Probability of a lack of inquiries in i-м node
By inserting in (3) the variable G(z) from (1) and by moving on to (2), we get the result of
Performance evaluation of IEEE 802.11g MAC protocol
The 802.11g standard uses a frequency range of 2.4 GHz, providing a transfer rate of 54 Mbit/s. Because the size of the antennas used to transmit and receive signals depends on the frequency, for antennas with similar characteristics there is a frequency dependent effect on the reduction in signal strength as measured by two antennas. This effect is commonly referred to as frequency dependent path loss.
802.11g mandates the use of a 20 μs slot time. The use of a 13 μs slot time as is used in 802.11p is optional. Only 802.11g modulation (OFDM) will be used, restricting associations to 802.11g clients. Therefore, the short slot time of 9 μsec will be used and the only preamble that will be relevant is the OFDM preamble. And, finally, there is no need for a protection mechanism because the traditional 802.11 medium access mechanisms will manage the sharing of the wireless media. This is the configuration that will provide the maximum throughput for 802.11g devices because, as described above, there are no throughput degradations caused by long slot times, 802.11b devices, or protection mechanisms [4] .
The count of workstations in network are designated through M. Intensity of queries from our station to the access point are designated through λ. Service intensity of queries we will designate through μ.
According to this model the network performance is expressed as
where p0 is probability that the system has not requests for service.
The bandwidth of a single stage will be
where M is count of workstations in the network (M ≥ 2 ). In this model
Dependence of point performance in the dependence from count of workstations
Performance evaluation of IEEE 802.16 MAC protocol IEEE 802.16 architecture consists of two kinds of fixed (non-mobile) stations: subscriber stations (SS) and a base station (BS). The BS regulates all the communication in the network.
We assume that there are N SSs in the system and BS broadcasts a back-off window size B. Since each user will choose between 1st and Bth reservation slots to send its bandwidth reservation, the probability of choosing a given slot is p=1/B. As a result, the probability of a given slot that is not selected by any SS is given by
Probability of a successful broadcast equals to the probability that one user will choose the given slot. Therefore the system performance is calculated by formula [5] To maximize system throughput, we have to get: 
Conclusions
In the given work presents a three layered model of a vehicular wireless network. A calculation of bandwidth for each node of three layer network was explained. In article, it was explained how the vehicle speed influences the bandwidth of a vehicular wireless network. A significant gain in bandwidth by using the 802.11g standard was demonstrated.
Another significant gain in bandwidth was demonstrated by using central control in mechanical channel.
In the given article a method of performance calculation for three layer network model was described. In the future our laboratory will research a multipath three layer network model and a change of signal volume.
